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Let’s begin with a story,  the story of Tara, a student of class 10 in one

of our partner schools, who has made it her life’s mission to see every

child receive an education. A symbol of courage and determination,

Tara spreads the message of educational equity every day as she

touches the lives of communities where children are still out of school. 

 

Last year, Tara faced a unique challenge when there was resistance to

her offering to teach little ones in a nearby dwelling. Ignorance of the

importance of education, she found a way to seep into the heart of the

community by beginning a series of dance and music lessons for the

children there. Soon, she started visiting the community, not just to

teach dance and music but to help those children learn to read and

write. 

 

In our pursuit of enabling quality education, stories of young

changemakers like Tara continue to inspire us...

A dream...Education for all



MANTRA

In 2013, Mantra4Change was established with the vision of creating a
better world with equal opportunities for all. Quality and equity in
education became our guiding stars as we set sail to create an
ecosystem that would impact millions of students irrespective of how
underserved the communities they belong to are. 
 
Lack of resources and inadequate support plague several schools
across the country that cater to children emerging from these
underserved communities. A difference, we believed, could only be
made if this problem was looked at through a systemic lens. 
 
A holistic approach to improve schools became our Theory of Change,  
and today, Mantra4Change works towards realizing this vision through
its programs, partnerships, and various initiatives. 

Our Vision

A better world – one with equal opportunities for all – the key
components being quality and equity in education.

Enabling under-resourced schools to deliver quality education

Our Mission



WHAT WE DO?
Towards Systemic Education Transformation

ALIGNMENT COLLABORATION SUSTAINABILITY

to our ultimate
purpose

among our
stakeholders

of our change
efforts

Our Theory of Change...

Footprint (2018-19)

300+ Schools

 

600+ School Leaders

 

2000+ Teachers

 

25000+ Students



WHAT WE DO?
Capacity Building in 2018-19

Leadership Coaching

Teacher Training 

Classroom Observations

124

204

570

Hours

Hours

Hours



Sujana Convent is among the 5 schools that have graduated from

Mantra4Change’s STEP intervention. From seeing classroom

engagements improve to witnessing the set up of democratic

spaces like the Makers Lab and the Library, it has been an honour

to work with the school.

A never-ending engagement

“Our engagement with MANTRA doesn’t end with their exit from

our school. There’s been an overall transformation among our

teachers and students alike and we will continue to need

MANTRA’s support to sustain this transformation. Our teachers

have gained confidence in conducting workshops to improve

teaching mechanisms and our students are beginning to gain

exposure outside the school too. We have come a long way

over the last two years.” 

 

– Mrs. Divya Lokesh, Principal, Sujana Convent.



STEP is a holistic, multi-staged approach to enable under-resourced
schools to deliver quality education. Through this, we promote improved
educational outcomes by working with multiple stakeholders in the school
system, such as school leaders, teachers, students, and the community.
Under the 2-year immersive intervention, a full-time Transformation Lead
is placed in the school to build capacities of teachers and School Leaders
to influence and sustain change.

PROGRAMS
School Transformation and

Empowerment Project (STEP)

Footprint

2017
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Graduated Schools



PROGRAMS - STEP
STEP Impact 2018-19

 

 

SCHOOL 
LEADERSHIP

Throughout our 2-year intervention in low-income private
schools, there has been tremendous growth in different

aspects of whole school development.



 

SCHOOL 
LEADERSHIP

 

SCHOOL 
LEADERSHIP



Last year, through our Project for Active Cluster Engagement

(PACE), three new Cluster Resource Centers were inaugurated.

Creating a shared space to encourage collaboration and learning,

while reviving periodic meeting structures like Cluster Academic

Meets (CAM) - these CRCs were co-created with the CRP,

community leaders and teachers.

Realizing Potentials...

“We, as teachers have a responsibility towards all students that
come to our schools and classes with different capacities,

backgrounds, and capabilities. Identifying each of their
uniqueness is the mark of a good teacher. Mantra4Change has

been with us on this journey towards improving the quality of
education in public schools and has been enabling us to make

this dream a reality. It is up to us as teachers and school leaders
to understand how we can become better at what we do.” 

 
- Mr. Shankar Murthy, Block Resource Coordinator, 

Anekal Taluk



Project for Active Cluster Engagement
(PACE)

The Project for Active Cluster Engagement began in 2017 with an aim to
look at a cluster* as a distributed school. By doing this, we create a
platform for teachers to share resources, competencies, and work
collaboratively for the improvement of all schools in a cluster. PACE is a
3-5 year intervention working towards developing distributed leadership
at the cluster level that can enable the system to sustain change efforts
forever. At Mantra, we are also working towards building a greater
adoption of the idea of Cluster Transformation at the block and district
administration levels.

Footprint

* Education clusters are administrative units typically consisting of 10-15 schools.

4 Clusters
 

47 Schools
 

156 Teachers
 

4785 Students

PROGRAMS



PACE Impact 2018-19

Cluster 
Academic

 Meets

PROGRAMS - PACE

Cluster
Leadership
Meetings

 Parent
Teacher
Meets

Rs. 4 Lac+ funds mobilised by community





I have been in the education sector since 1983, a school leader for

several years now and have experienced how running an institution

can become a mechanical and familiar process. I found a

refreshing difference when introduced to Mantra4Change. 

What makes the school leader from being oblivious to challenges,

to accepting suggestions on the improvement of their schools?

This is the critical change I have witnessed since Mantra4Change

began working in Andhra Pradesh. It’s exciting to see how school

leaders can transform their schools by being empowered.

A New Journey Towards Transformation

Mr. Tulasi Vishnu Prasad, President, Sri Rama Rural Academy, AP 
& Vice President (Quality) NISA

Mantra4Change took its intervention to Andhra Pradesh in 2018,
where we started working with 4 schools. During this process, we
envisioned a program that aims at empowering active and forthcoming
school leaders to drive transformation of their schools. 



PROGRAMS - EXCEL
Excellence in Education Leadership

(EXCEL)

In 2018, Mantra4Change embarked on a new journey that aims to build
the agency of school leaders. Piloting this across 2 different
geographies, Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh, EXCEL is conceptualized
as a two-year intervention leveraging the construct and program design
of our flagship program - STEP. 

In Partnership with

Birth of a New Intervention

May
2018

September
2018 December

2018

February
2019

April
2019

STEP in Andhra
Pradesh

Leveraging STEP to 
design EXCEL

Exploring the potential of EXCEL 
through a Stakeholder lens

Needs Assessment of
Schools

- Creating a Baseline

Onboarding of
schools

The Timeline...



25

Schools

21,000 

Students

600 

Teachers

PROGRAMS - EXCEL
Footprint





Our journey with EduMentum has been rich with strategic support,

ace mentorship, and significant resource sharing. This has

immensely helped Sanjhi Sikhiya focus on its way forward by

avoiding reinventing the wheel. The extensive experience and

understanding of EduMentum’s facilitators in the domain of

education has and will play an essential role in curating the core

functions at Sanjhi Sikhiya.

Team MANTRA organized a 9-day Immersive program designed

for Sanjhi Sikhiya’s Punjab Youth Leaders Programme (PYLP)

Fellows which helped us deep dive into the fundamentals of

Mantra’s work both at the organizational and operational level.

 

- Team Sanjhi Sikhiya

 

Taking Transformation beyond Borders...

Sanjhi Sikhiya is an incubatee in EduMentum's Alpha Cohort.



EduMentum
EduMentum was launched in 2017 with the aim to incubate early-stage
non-profit organizations working in the field of Systemic Education
Transformation. The first cohort comprised of 6 organizations from
various geographies. In 2018, we were joined by 11 organizations to form
the second cohort of the three-year program. 
 
EduMentum supports organisations on four fronts: Building a robust
program; Access to rich bodies of knowledge, Access to funds and
networks, and Developing personal leadership of founders.

Footprint

12 States

 

17 Organizations

 

65 Low-income Private

Schools

 

60 Government Schools

PROGRAMS



PROGRAMS - EDUMENTUM
 HIGHLIGHTS 2018-19

FUNDS RAISED
Rs. 1.03 Crores

 

 

CHILDREN REACHED
52,000

 

 

MoUs WITH STATES
4





Being a ShikshaKalp Fellow has opened doors to a whole new

world for me. From learning about societal change, the state of the

education sector to understanding my potential to make a real

impact - it's been a paradigm shift since day one! Being in the

midst of a culture that promotes personal and professional growth

along with co-fellows who are powerhouses of talent in themselves

- this fantastic ride has begun with a promising tone.

 

- ShriKrishnan Ram, Fellow, Cohort Alpha

A Gateway to Continuous Learning



PROGRAMS
ShikshaKalp Fellowship

In 2018, ShikshaKalp Fellowship was only an idea with the vision to
reimagine the way India learns. Today, with six talented fellows, this
vision is becoming a reality. The two-year Fellowship strives to
encourage empathetic, creative, and adaptable problem solvers to
create a positive difference in the field of education. In their first year,
our Alpha Cohort has been creating high quality, digital content, and
courses for multiple stakeholders.



PROGRAMS
 HIGHLIGHTS 2018-19

Leading multiple content-driven projects

with partners

20+ Courses Published on ShikshaLokam 

Creating packages on DIKSHA Platform
used by 4+ States 



RESEARCH & DESIGN
Last year, Mantra4Change pledged to start capturing insights that our

programs offered on field. The idea behind this initiative, was to serve as

a means to learning, sharing, discussing, and making indigenous

knowledge on systemic education transformation available to the

ecosystem as an open source, public good.

Process Documents & Handbooks

Case Studies

https://mantra4changeblog.wordpress.com/category/case-studies/
https://mantra4changeblog.wordpress.com/category/case-studies/


INNOVATION PROJECTS
Makerspace

30 schools, 3000 children, 2 Lab Set-Ups

To instill the love for practical learning among our children and to

harness their inner creativity, Mantra4Change began the Makerspace

initiative. Our kids across schools have participated in various

workshops and have developed innumerable models while learning

concepts of Science. 



INNOVATION PROJECTS
Wonder on Wheels

To improve their comprehension, vocabulary and language skills,
Mantra4Change came up with its  version of a mobile library – one
which would travel around to our Government schools across
educational clusters and inculcate the love for reading among
children.

1 Van, 14 Schools, 800 Children



INNOVATION PROJECTS

Parents' involvement in education is extremely crucial. We conducted
Digital Learning classes for students of Government Schools in
Chandapura and Dommasandra clusters last year as an after-school
initiative. The program was conceptualised as a means to engage
parents, even if illiterate, in the learning process of their children. Digital
content built on EkStep platform is being leveraged to create agency
among community members. One of the parents shared, "My child looks
at me with deep respect when I sit beside her and help her with English
words on the tablet. This is a blessing."

Digital Learning Initiative

3 Months, 70 Children, 15 Parents



HIGHLIGHTS 2018-19



PARTNERSHIPS

Teach for India

Delhi Commission for the Protection of
 Child Rights

An assessment-led improvement project,
the School Development Index, is an
initiative by the DCPCR. Mantra4Change
has partnered with the Commission to co-
create the imagination of this initiative and
implement it to improve the  quality of
schools with the support of a diverse
collective of non-profit organizations. As of
June 2019, the baseline assessments of
over 5000 schools have been completed, 
 and the Commission is set to trigger the
improvement journeys of schools based on
the assessment data.

The Alumni Leadership Incubator
program began in May 2018, in
partnership with Teach For
India to enable the alumni of the
fellowship with effective
strategies, knowledge, and drive
holistic turn-around of schools as
Assistant School Leaders (ASLs)
and Cluster Transformation Leads
(CTLs).



PARTNERSHIPS

Mantra tied up with digital platform
EkStep to study the effectiveness of
technology in improving learning
outcomes and increasing parental
engagement in their children's
learning process. 
Piloting this in Goripalya and our
Government-run schools across 2
clusters, children learned English on
a tablet, using the Genie app
provided by EkStep. This was a
promising after-school intervention
for both parents and children. 

ShikshaLokam

ShikshaLokam is a societal platform
for Education Leadership.
Mantra4Change has been
leveraging the technological
capabilities of the platform to re-
imagine and implement its
educational change programs at
scale. Mantra4Change has also
been working with ShikshaLokam as
a prototype partner for newer
solutions on the platform. 

EkStep



PARTNERSHIPS
Yale School of Management

Four students of Yale School of
Management's Global Social
Entrepreneurship internship
engaged with Mantra4Change in
2018 to create a monitoring and
evaluation strategy for EduMentum
as a program which could map the
progress of the incubated
organizations. They also helped
create a support structure for the
years 2 and 3 of the incubation
program. 

Limited Resource Teacher Training

Since 2017, we have been working
with fellows of the UK-based Limited
Resource Teacher Training (LRTT)
Fellowship. 58 of them have since
engaged with our schools and
stakeholders to improve teaching
practices in under-resourced
schools. This engagement has been
a learning experience for
Mantra4Change, our schools, and
the LRTT Fellows as these dedicated
changemakers from across the world
made a difference to our classrooms. 



PARTNERSHIPS
Haadibadi

Inqui-Lab

Yakshadegula

Anthill

Theatre workshops in our Government-run
schools to instill communication skills and
improve confidence levels in students.

Makerspace sessions in our Partner Schools to
promote the concept of 'upcycling' and encourage
students to be thinkers and innovators.

Creating low-cost and sustainable playscapes
across our partner Government Schools. 

Educating children across schools about the
local folklore - Yakshagana while encouraging
them to put up performances. 





THE INSIDE STORY

Mr. Ujwal ThakarMs. Jhanvi Kanoria

Ms. Kumari ShibulalMr. SD Shibulal

Ms. Daya KoriMr. Sanjay Purohit

Our Mentors



THE INSIDE STORY
A Growing Team

Our Supporters
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